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Electronic Tube Symbols 
Adherence to Fundamental Principles Prevents Costly Mistakes 

IN reading or drawing radio schematic 
wiring diagrams, the tendency to ignore 
the drawn symbol and to rely upon the 
written designation to explain the tube's 

function is very strongly manifested. 

By CARL E. WINTER 

be left out of the symbol, it must be shown 
so that the engineer or technician can tell 
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Fig. I- Standard methods of showing internal 

The reason for this is obvious. Many tech- 
nicians and engineers lack the practice to 
fully interpret tube symbols and thus gain 
the greatest efficiency and speed in work- 
ing with blueprints. 

It is not always true that a tube sym- 
bol indicating a diode's function should be 
drawn as a diode. If the tube used is a 6Q7 
and only the diode portion is used in the cir- 
cuit application, the tube symbol must, none 
the less; be drawn representative of the 6Q7 
tube. 

If a tube possesses two plates for fullwave 
rectification and only one is used as shown 
by the schematic, the other cannot merely 

elements in tubes, also a tube base diagram. 

at a glance wh.,t type of tube is actually 
used and can quickly estimate its operating 
characteristics and circuit requirements. 
The unconnected elements of the tube should 
be terminated at the circle indicating the 
tube's envelope. 

By adhering to this method of direct rep- 
resentation, the possibility of errors get- 
ting by all concerned is greatly reduced. 

Careful use of tube symbols will also sim- 
plify the drawing of the necessary corre- 
lated tube socket, tube base, and wiring 
diagrams. 

If, for example, a 6X5 rectifier is drawn 
as a diode and marked 6X5, the reader of 

a schematic can usually identify the tube as 
possessing two plates. But if, by some error 
the legend "6X5" is not shown or is acci- 
dentally written as "6Q7 ", the tube socket 
drawings, tube base diagrams and wiring 
diagrams may all be prepared for the 6Q7 
tube's connections. Many headaches follow 
when eventually the error is discovered. If a 
tube symbol is drawn to represent a par- 
ticular tube such confusion is reduced to a 
minimum. 

Many tubes which have their elements in- 
ternally connected are used in present day 
circuits. Similarly, only certain elements of 
other tubes are actually wired to circuit 
components. These are factors which must 
not be ignored in drawing schematics. 

While it may not be essential to show 
unused elements and connections in a 
schematic they are definitely needed in wir- 
ing diagrams and tube socket drawings. 

As in most things this principle of ad- 
hering too rigidly to graphical symbolism 
can be overdone. There are only a few basic 
types of tubes although the tubes of each 
type may run well into the hundreds. The 
basic types have generally recognized sym- 
bols to represent them and if these few are 
studied and known they will serve to re- 
duce the major problems arising from tube 
symbolism in radio circuit diagrams. 

The use of graphical tube symbols in 
actual wiring diagrams is not general prac- 
tice. It is customary in this type of draw- 
ing to lay out pictorially the tube socket 
with its pin -indicating numerals and draw 
the wires leading to them. 

In this pictorial work the possibility of 
confusion is very small. Wiring diagrams 
are usually used in conjunction with 
schématics and tube socket drawings. 

Tube socket drawings picture the tube 
base itself with callouts to indicate which 
prongs are "hot" and which are not used. 

The type of illustration shown in most- 
tube manuals is not a true graphical sym- 
bol of the sort used in radio schematics. 
Rather, it serves to portray the elements of 
the tube in a simplified pictorial fashion and 
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Fig. 2- Symbols for the commonest types of tubes. Slight modifications are needed for others. The cathode -ray tube is also shown. 
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ELECTRONIC TUBE SYMBOLS (Continued from page 672) 

to indicate which tube base pins are con- 
nected to each of the tube's elements. 

Because of the diversity of types of draw- 
ings required on various blueprints to 
indicate a given tube, it follows that a 
graphical tube symbol is a cress between 
a pictorial portrayal of the tube and a sym- 
bolic semi -wiring diagram of the tube itself. 

At present we are concerned only with 
representative drawings of tube elements as 
they appear on a graphical symbol within 
the glass or metal vacuum envelope of the 
tube itself. 

This envelope is usually indicated by a 
circular or oval outline and the leads from 
each element are carried through this circle 
into the wiring of the schematic itself. It is 
not customary procedure to indicate on the 
schematic that the tube is either metal or 
glass. 

Many engineers, in drawing rough cir- 
cuits, or to illustrate a point during discus- 
sions, will leave the enveloping circle of 
the tube's case off entirely, but in drawing 
a schematic to be used for production or de- 
sign it is best to encircle the tube elements 
to avoid confusion. 

As any tube will contain at least two ele- 
ments and even the most complex will be 
confined to grids, plates, cathodes and heat- 
ers in various quantities and positions, a 
primary requisite is the ability to identify 
each tube element as shown in the symbol. 

The "heaters" are usually drawn with no 
direct connections to their cathode. Stand- 
ard methods of showing heaters are given 
on this page. Cathodes used in conjunction 
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with heaters, and directly heated cathodes 
are also shown (Fig. 1 -a). 

Plates (anodes) may be drawn in any one 
of several ways but the illustrations given . 

here are customary methods of representa- 
tion. The commonest of these are shown in 
Figs. 1 -b and 1 -c. 

A gas tube is always drawn with a dis- 
tinguishing dot or circle within the tube 
outline and pilot lights or neon bulbs are 
drawn in such manner that confusion is im- 
possible. 

When tube elements are connected within 
the tube the symbol is drawn as indicated 
in Fig. 1 -d, but if elements are inter -con- 
nected outside of the tube's envelope, even 
if the inter- connections are in the pins, they 
must be drawn external to the tube symbol, 
as in Fig. 1 -e. 

Television tubes are in a class by them- 
selves. An example of a symbol for a tele- 
vision tube is shown in Fig. 2. The ele- 
ments of these tubes, while similar to those 
of receiving and transmitting tubes, serve 
different purposes. Consequently the draw- 
ing of graphical symbols for television tubes 
should be treated and studied as a separate 
subject. 

Ill graphical tube symbolism, as in all 
schematic drawings of radio circuits, the 
important thing is to standardize. Standard- 
ization of all graphical symbols and of tube 
symbols in particular will repay the radio 
engineer, draftsman or technician a hun- 
dredfold in eliminated errors and in quick- 
er, more ready interpretation of schematic 
drawings. 

TANK SPEAKER IS SMALLEST YET 
HE "smallest loud -speaker yet," men - 

' tioned in the editorial, "Shrinking Radio" 
(Radio- Craft, January, 1944), has aroused 
some interest, and even slight doubt. 

The loud -speaker actually does exist, as 
the illustrations show, and it is no freak 
or toy gadget. On the contrary, this is a 
rugged unit designed for the toughest 
imaginable kind of use. Its main application 
is in tank radios, than which no more 
rugged service can be imagined. 

Its dimensions, as given in the original 
editorial, may have been measured a little 
liberally, rather than otherwise. The actual 
size is graphically shown in the photograph, 
by comparison with an ordinary match 
folder. 

This sturdy little PM is a standard Mag- 
navox speaker. The voice coil, unexpected- 
ly, has a resistance of 50 ohms. The "pot 
magnet" is made in two pieces, as is shown 
by the ends of four screws in the break- 
down photo. Over the magnet is placed a 
bakelite ring, on which the cone is placed. 
The cone itself is made of bakelite- impreg- 
nated cloth, and is almost as strong as any 
other part of the unit. 
Repeated thrusts 
with an index finger, 
driving the cone back 
against its support, 
succeeded only in 
producing a few 
cracking noises, but 
did no visible dam- 
age to the fabric. 

The audio qualities 
of this little speaker 
are improved by 
careful design of the 
pole piece and the air 
space under the cone 

as well as in the "dust cap" at its center. 
Voice coil leads are brought out through the 
two grooves in the edge of the bakelite ring, 
visible at the left edge of the break -down 
photo. 

It would be interesting to know what the 
designers of the original Magnavox -which 
stood more than two feet high and was a 
fair load for a serviceman -would have 
thought if they could have seen how their 
product would be transformed in 25 years. 
True it is that radio is shrinking in the 
cumbersomeness of its apparatus as it is 
expanding in power, range and universal 
use 
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